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INTRODUCTION:
- This material may be installed by specialized motorcycle mechanics only.
- Specific instruments may be necessary f6r the installation of certain components.

The manufacturer reserves the right to modify the technical specifications, components and

other information described and contained in this catalogue without prior notification.

DESCRIPTION OF MANUAT:
The following manual illustrates the operations and modifications necessary to transform the vehicle.
The operations for modifying and installing parts are described as follows. Follows the directions and
procedures contained herein, which illustrates the operations for installing and modifying parts,

exactly as given.

PACKAGE CONTENT:

1 couple of winglets
10 screws M5x12
8 T-shaped bushing
l drilling mask

NOTE

The winglets kit has been designed and produced to be applied on the standard plastic fairing
of the RSV4 RR and RF models from 2009 to 2018.

The correct assembly of the winglets, is not guarantees in case of use on aftermarket fairings
in fiberglass or carbon.
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ln the package you will find the necessary material and instructions for mounting the winglet on the
RSV4 motorcycle. The wings shoutd be fixed on the fairing sides, so you have to remove the left and

right side of the fairing, on which you have to make holes for fixing the wings.

Once removed these pieces from the bike, proceed by inserting the cardboard template into the inner

side of the fairing side, for the tracing of the fixing holes. lt is very important that this operation be

done with care and attention, in order to obtain the correct positioning of the wings.

The cardboard template fits in the inside of the fairing and in the various centering, but it is still well
positioned and fixed with tape, to prevent it from moving. The first thing to do is to fix the point 1

marked in the image below with a piece of tape. To be sure that this first fixing is positioned correctly,

you must verify that the extreme tip of the mask (see red arrow below), is corresponding with the

corner of the fairing.

The detail of the area indicated by the red arrow is enlarged in the image below.
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After verifying that point t has been fixed correctly, you can proceed to spread well the whole mask

inside the fairing, verifying 1[2f itegoes to copy well the various points and in particular way, the final
part of points 4 and 5. Then you can proceed to fix point 2 with a piece of tape. This area is important

because it is close to where the two holes of.the lower wing attachment will have to be drawn. Since

this part of the fairing is slightly curved, the cardboard mask has been specially cut so that it can

spread better, in fact the lower tip of this side of the mask will go over the close one that has just been

fixed. The detail of this area is highlighted in the image below.

Now you can proceed by fixing the following points of the mask 3, 4 and 5. The final result of fixing the

mask, must be in the upper part of the fairing, very similar to the fairing profile, as shown in the image

below.
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When you have verified that everything is OK, you can trace the holes using a thin pointed pencil or
marker. The four holes to mark onthe fairing, are those indicated with a red circle, in the picture

above, for the upper attacks and in the photo below, for the lower attacks.

You can then carefully remove the cardboard mask, making sure that it remains intact, because it will
also serve to mark the other side of the fairing. The result of the tracking that you have just made,

should correspond to the photo that is shown below, corresponding to the left side of the fairing.

After tracing the holes on the fairing, it is advisable to mark with a vertical and a horizontal line the

center of the fairing to be made, so as to always have a reference of the tracing, even when the hole is

made.
You can therefore proceed to make holes on the fairing with a small tip (3 mm) and then subsequently

with a 5.5 mm. At this point check if the holes on the fairing, match with the wing attachments and

make a first test assembly, without using the bushes.



NOTE - The hole that is

is that at the front end

decisive for the best coupling and

of the upp: r f airing area. The one

WBffisF
correct positioning of the wing on the fairing,
identified as "A" in the picture below.

So if you have to correct some holes on the fairing, to make them match those of the wing, it is better

to intervene on the other three, leaving the reference one "A". When you are certain that the holes

are aligned with the fixing threads on the wing, you can proceed to enlarge the hole to the expected

diameter of 7.5 mm. At this point insert the steel bushes from the inner fairing part and you are ready

to mount the wing.
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ASSEMBTY NOTE:

- Before mounting the wjngs on the fairing, we suggest to make an hole (2,5 mm diameter)
on the lower part of the wings as showed in the picture below. lt will be useful for the
eventual drainage of water that could be deposited inside.

proceed to the fixing of the wing, putting a drop of thread locker of medium bond strenith (loctite
243) on each screw and fix them with a tightening torque of 7 Nm.

After the first 1000 km, it is necessary to check the fixing screws, checking that are tightened to the

specified tightening torque.


